
Trick or Treat Bag & Candy Bowl
by Andi Metz

A. Spooky Gnome Stripe-12795_Multi ........ 1 yd 
B. Gnomie Bars-12798_Purple ...................... 5/8yd
C. Spooktacular Stars-12803_Black .............. 1/8 yd
D. Magical Trellis-12802_Orange-White ..... 1/4 yd
Pellon 926 Extra Firm ..................................... 5/6 yd 
Fusible Wonder Under .................................... 1/8 yard

* for a more sturdy bottom add: 8.5” of plastic mesh canvas (cut an 8.5” circle)
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Trick or Treat Bowl
by Andi Metz

OUTSIDE:  A - Spooky Gnome Stripe-12795_Multi  ....... Fussy cut (1) 5” x  27.25” for outside bowl   
 B - Spooktacular Stars-12803_Black .............. Cut (1) 2” x 27.25” for outside bowl
 C - Stripe or Gnome Bars fabric  .................... Cut (1) 9” circle from template for outside bowl bottom
INSIDE:  D - Gnomie Bars-12798_Purple  .................... Cut (1) 6.5” x  27” for inside bowl
 E - Gnomie Bars-12798_Purple  ..................... Cut (1) 9” circle from template for inside bowl bottom
 F - Magical Trellis-12802_Orange  ................. Cut (1) 2” x 27” for binding 
PELLON 926:  H -  ..................................................................... Cut (1) 6.5” x  27.25” 
 J -  ........................................................................ Cut (1) 8.5” circle from template
 ** You can use Peltex for a sturdier bowl but it is less flexible when sewing and makes pinning & sewing the  
 curves more difficult.
 **You may want to add a sheet of plastic mesh canvas for added stability for the bottom, cut to 8.5” round.

Sew using a .25” Seam Allowance

1. Sew A to B on long edge. Press toward A. 

2. Place wrong side of A/B on top of H. Align H to top edge. Baste in place. 

3. With right sides together, fold A/B/H in half. Sew down the short edge.
Mark the center point and the quarter points on top and bottom with dots.
Fold C in quarters and mark each point with a dot.
These dots will help you line up the body with the bottom circles and binding.

4. With right sides of fabric together, pin C to bottom of A (of A/B/H), matching
dots. Clip curves of pellon may help ease pinning together. Sew around edge. 

5.Repeat step 3 for D (no pellon).
Repeat step 4 for D to E .

6. With right sides together, fold and sew the short edges of F.  Fold F in half with wrong sides together on the long 
edge, so it is a 1” loop. Press. Fold in quarters and mark with a dot.
You are creating a binding here.

7. Turn Outside Bowl right side out. Place J inside and tack
in at least 4 places close to outside edge.
**Insert extra plastic canvas at this point if you choose.

Place Inside Bowl D in Outside Bowl A
Match the top edge of A to the top of D.
Pin raw edge of F to right side of D, essentially inside of D.  Matching the dots as you pin.
Sew around edge. You will be sewing thru A, D and F.
Fold F over the edge of A. Pin and hand sew around the edge to secure the binding. Stitch in the ditch of seam A/B to 
secure the 3 pieces together. 

9. Trace and cut out letters. Center in B. Iron into place.

Fill  with Goodies
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Trick or Treat Bag
by Andi Metz

You will need:
K. Spooky Gnome Stripe-12795_Multi ........ Fussy Cut 30.5” X 14” for outside bag (instructions below)
L. Gnomie Bars-12798_Purple ...................... Cut (1) 30.5” X 14” inside bag
M. Magical Trellis-12802_Orange-White .... Cut (1) 4.5” x 30” for handle
N. Pellon 926 .................................................... Cut (1) scant 3.75” x 30” for inside handle

Trick or Treat Bag: 
1. Press .375” (3/8”) along long edge of top and bottom of M. Press .5” along both short ends. Place N inside M. Fold M in half 
lengthwise and press. Top stitch to close.

2. Fussy Cut K - 30.5” X 14”.  
**Start your cut at the top of the purple line above the candy corn stripe and measure down 14” from that to cut again.
Cut L - 30.5” X 14”. Mark the center point. (this will be the mark for the handles)

3. Fold K in half so it measures 15.25” x 14”. 
Sew down the length and bottom width of bag. 

Measure 2” in from folded side edge and 2.25” up from bottom of fabric and draw a line.
Measure 2” in from seam allowance and 2.25” up from bottom of fabric and draw a line.
Flip over and repeat for other side of fabric.

Pull out bottom corners and re-flatten, matching seams.Press seams open. Sew across the drawn line. 
 
Clip off excess triangles at bottom. 
Repeat step 3 for L.

4. Wrong sides together fold K .25” down at top. Press. Turn K ride side out.

5. Wrong sides together fold L .25” down at top. Press. Place L inside K 
matching up the dots and seam. 
Pin together and topstitch closed. 

6. Center the width of the handle M with the dot.
Pin the bottom edge of the handle 3” down from top of bag.
Center the other side of the handle with the seam and pin the other edge
of handle 3” down from the top of the bag.

Stitch the handle to secure it to bag by sewing at bag top edge and again at bottom of handle, then enjoy all the candy you 
collect from Trick or Treating.  **Additional handle info: Fold the center of the handle in half and stitch a 2” line to make 
the handle grip a little thinner to fit smaller hands.
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